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Intended outcome of today's presentation

• You are able to explain to someone else 
what FAIR means for CSDMS-related data

• You know where to go to find out more 
about FAIR

• You have some strategies for making your 
proposals and publications FAIR-savvy
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Poll 1

On a scale of 1-5, how comfortable are you with 
explaining what FAIR means for your models and data? 
(5 is most comfortable)

Answer at  https://app2.sli.do/event/twpq1kcu  

Or, use your mobile device browser and go to slido.com, Event Code #3580
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What do we mean by FAIR?
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Wilkinson, Mark D., et al. "The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and 
stewardship." Scientific data 3 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
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1. Foundational principles to guide data producers and 
publishers

2. Concise and measurable

3. Emphasis on machines' ability to find and use data

4. "Data" also means algorithms, tools, workflows

What do we mean by FAIR?
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Why are we talking about FAIR?
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Signatories to the commitment statement include AGU, UNAVCO, Open Topography, USGS, 
Wiley, Elsevier, others...

Author guidelines strive to get publishers to address the same set of topics related to 
publication of supporting data.



Why are we talking about FAIR?
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What you said about FAIR
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FYI: Interoperability (from Wilkerson, 2016) is the ability of 
data or tools from non-cooperating resources to integrate 
or work together with minimal effort.



What you said about FAIR
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What you said about FAIR
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What you said about FAIR
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FAIR seems like a 
moving target... there are 

multiple unknowns

Effort makes it a barrier, 
need more carrots and 

sticks

FAIR for models and data 
may be different

... now it's just 
intimidating



Resources for understanding FAIR
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http://www.copdess.org/enabling-fair-data-project/enabling-fair-project-overview/



Resources for understanding FAIR
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https://www.go-fair.org/
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/



Where to stay up to date on FAIR
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Three decisions you can make to increase the FAIRness 
of your models/data in proposals and publications
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Where to share 

your code

What license 

to use

What information 
would you need for 

your code to be 
reusable to yourself?



Where to share your code

• A place where your colleagues go 
and therefore will be more likely to 
come across it.

• A place that is set up to be 
comprehensively indexed by 
different searches.

• A place that allows versioning and 
persistent identifiers like DOIs.

• A place that subscribes to the FAIR 
principles/commitment statement.
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What license to use
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https://softwaresaved.github.io/software-licensing-workshop/#/



What license to use
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https://figshare.com/articles/An_Introduction_to_Software_Licensing/7409573 



What license to use
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https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/License

https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/License


What information would you need for the code to be 
reusable to yourself?
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What you said about FAIR
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What is "ideal" FAIR - can you give 
examples? and compare with the 

usual?



The CSDMS role in making models FAIR
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The CSDMS role in making models FAIR
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The CSDMS role in making models FAIR
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The CSDMS role in making models FAIR
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A note about working with Federal partners
If you have collaborators that are employed by Federal agencies, they will likely have 
stricter requirements for data and software sharing and documentation.
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FAIR is not a standard or specification, 
they are a guide to assist discovery and 

reuse by third-parties.

Review and take-aways

FAIR can apply to data, code, 
algorithms, workflows.

FAIR as originally conceived put specific 
emphasis on machine-actionable 

characteristics through open 
technologies.

By referring to a few considerations of 
FAIR in your proposals and procedures, 
you can do better than the status quo. 
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Intended outcome of today's presentation

• You are able to explain to someone else 
what FAIR means for CSDMS-related data

• You know where to go to find out more 
about FAIR

• You have some strategies for making your 
proposals and publications FAIR-savvy
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If you were to attend a 1.5 hour clinic on FAIR models 
and data, how would you like to spend your time?

Poll 2

Answer at  https://app2.sli.do/event/twpq1kcu  

Or, use your mobile device browser and go to slido.com, Event Code #3580
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Other links in this talk

1. http://www.copdess.org/enabling-fair-data-project/enabling-fair-project-overview/ 
2. http://www.copdess.org/enabling-fair-data-project/enabling-fair-data-faqs/ 
3. http://www.copdess.org/enabling-fair-data-project/commitment-to-enabling-fair-data-in-the-earth-space-and-environmental-

sciences/signatories/ 
4. https://www.go-fair.org/ 
5. https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/ 
6. AGU Earth and Space Science Informatics, activities and sessions at the Fall meeting: https://essi.agu.org/ 
7. GSA Geoinformatics: https://community.geosociety.org/geoinformaticsdivision/home 
8. Earth Science Information Partners: http://www.esipfed.org 
9. USGS Community for Data Integration: https://www.usgs.gov/centers/cdi 

10. https://figshare.com/articles/An_Introduction_to_Software_Licensing/7409573 
11. https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/License 
12. https://softwaresaved.github.io/software-licensing-workshop/#/ 
13. https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/Model_download_portal 
14. https://pymt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 
15. https://www.code.gov 
16. https://www.usgs.gov/about/organization/science-support/science-quality-and-integrity/fsp-policy-directives 
17. https://www.go-fair.org/faq/ask-question-difference-fair-data-open-data/ 
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Poll 1

On a scale of 1-5, how comfortable are you with 
explaining what FAIR means for your models and data? 
(5 is most comfortable)

Answer at  https://app2.sli.do/event/twpq1kcu  

Or, use your mobile device browser and go to slido.com, Event Code #3580
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True or False: FAIR models and open source models 
are basically the same thing.

Extra Poll

Answer at  https://app2.sli.do/event/twpq1kcu  

Or, use your mobile device browser and go to slido.com, Event Code #3580
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